The mechanical behavior of materials is usually simulated by the continuous mechanics approach. However, simulation of non-continuous phenomena like multi-fracturing is not well adapted to a continuous description. In this case, the discrete element method (DEM) is a good alternative because it naturally takes into account discontinuities.
Introduction
The discrete element method (DEM) can describe quite naturally a granular medium. However, the number of discrete elements to manage is high and it requires computational resources. The development of this method began in the early 1980s (1) . More recently, researchers have used this method to study the damage of heterogeneous solids such as concrete (2) or rock (3) , and homogeneous materials such as ceramics (4) .
Discrete element model is well adapted to simulate a media that has a great number of interfaces. It has been widely used to study tribological problems like wear phenomena. In this kind of problem, the material has a continuous part (the volume above the surface that is not yet affected by the wear), a continuous part with cracks (called subsurface damage in abrasion process terminology) and a discontinuous part (the interfacial media, called third body, that is a mixture of abrasive particles and wear particles). Discrete element model must be able to simulate with accuracy all these parts of the material. Unlike continuous approaches, the main difficulty for DEM is to simulate properly the continuous material.
This paper focuses on a material which can be consideblue as homogeneous, isotropic and perfectly elastic: fused silica. This work is a continuation of a previous study that investigated subsurface damage in silica glass due to surface polishing (5) . In this previous study, discrete element models have shown qualitatively good agreement with experiments. The challenge, now, is to propose a 3D DEM spherical model allowing quantitative results for the silica considered as a continuous media.
A preliminary task is the cohesive bond choice to model correctly the subsurface damage layer during the silica abrasive process. There are two main approaches to DEM : the dual spring model (a pair of normal and tangential springs) (6, 7, 8, 9) and the cohesive beam model (10, 11, 12) . The beam cohesive model is not as well established in the literature as the classical dual spring model. Therefore, Schlangen and Garboczi in (10, §3) have shown that the beam cohesive bond produces more realistic crack pattern than the simple spring model or the dual spring model . A further work of these authors (11, §3) have studied the influence of the initial geometric arrangement. They conclude that a disordered configuration gives more realistic crack geometry than an ordered geometrical configuration.
According to these results, the discrete element approach used in this paper is quite similar to the model described by Carmona in (12) . An initial spherical domain is generated by a numerical compaction method. A dispersion applied to the discrete element radii allows random geometrical arrangement. Then, the discrete elements are connected by the "beam cohesive bonds".
The proposed model must simulate static and dynamic behavior characterized by Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, mechanical wave celerity and natural frequencies.
The difficulty is that the mechanical behavior of a structure composed of a large number of discrete elements cannot be analytically predicted. Global behaviors are the result of a large number of interactions between discrete elements and can be considered as an emergent physical property (13, preface) . Implicitly, two scales are considered in a discrete element approach:
• the structure scale, represented by a set of discrete elements. This scale will be called the "macroscopic scale".
• the discrete element scale and its elementary interaction with its neighbors. This scale will be called the "microscopic scale".
Note that the interesting properties, e.g., the Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio, mechanical wave celerity and natural frequencies should be considered, in the DEM model, as emergent properties at the macroscopic scale. Furthermore, unlike the finite element method (14) , continuous mechanical behavior laws cannot be directly introduced into the DEM formulation. As a result, the difficulty is to quantify DEM microscopic interaction laws according to continuous mechanical behavior. This problema has been discussed in detail by OstojaStarzewski (15) . The author proposes micro-macro laws for some typical ordered lattice configurations. In the last paragraph ( § 6.3) dedicated to the periodic random lattice network, Ostoja-Starzewski proposes numerical tests to calibrate the model. The analytical approach is limited to an ordered and homogeneous configuration. This idea is well synthesized by Potyondy and Cundall (6, To summarize, for the random domains, the quantification of the microscopic parameters requires some numerical tests called a calibration procedure. This problem has been intensively studied for the cohesive dual spring model. Hentz et al. (7) have proposed numerical quasi-static uni-axial traction tests to calibrate the bond parameters in regard to the macroscopic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. Note that these authors have introduced an energy criterion to reduce dispersion of the macroscopic emergent properties. Then, numerical dynamic tests are used to check the dynamic properties. Fakhimi et al. (8) have used calibration curves and dimensional analysis instead of the trial and error approach. Tamarez and Plesha (9) have used analytical formulations of a 2D elementary volume (a unit cell).
The cohesive beam model was first introduced by Herrmann in 1988 (16) . This model was used in a 2D ordered lattice network (17, 18) , then in a disordered 2D lattice network (11, 19, 20, 21, 22) . In reference (11), the authors have considered that the microscopic and macroscopic Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios must be similar. The Beam dimensions (cross section and inertia momentum) are chosen thanks to a numerical recursive algorithm to satisfy an uniform elastic continuum condition. The main subject of other papers is the development of fracture models. The calibration methods are not described in depth. Researchers simply recommend using experimental and numerical tests.
In this study, unlike that of Schlangen(11) , the mechanical properties of the cohesive beams will not be considered as similar to the reference material. The microscopic local properties could be driven to produce discrete matter internal reorganization under loading that induces the desired behaviors at the macroscopic scale.
In this paper the 3D cohesive beam model is briefly described in the first section. Next, a new calibration method adapted to the simulation of a perfectly homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material with 3D discrete elements bonded by beams is introduced in three steps.
1. The first step is the geometrical analysis of the initial domain configuration, presented in three parts.
homogeneity: Voids inside the discrete material are minimized thanks to a compaction algorithm. A method is developed to ensure the validity of the sphere packing with appropriate control criteria.
isotropy: An original and simple method to define and quantify the geometrical isotropy is presented.
fineness: A solution to define the micro-scale and macro-scale ratio (the critical number of discrete elements number that allows the emergence of stable geometrical properties) is discussed.
2. Then the influence of the beam parameters on the macroscopic behaviors is studied by quasi-static simulations. A micro-macro tendency is used to develop an original calibration method for the elastic parameters (macroscopic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio). 3. The same methodology is used for the calibration of the mass properties, by dynamic simulations. 4. The influence of the discrete element size on the calibration results is studied. The independence of the calibrated parameters with regard to the discrete element size is a property that appears to be essential when quantitative results are wanted.
The overall method is applied to the studied material, the silica glass. The calibration method is validated through a large number of static and dynamic tests. Figure 1 shows two discrete elements bonded by a cohesive beam. The cylindrical geometry is chosen because it's dimensional description requires only two independent parameters: a length L µ and a radius r µ 2 . The mechanical properties are also linked to the cohesive beams: a Young's modulus E µ and a Poisson's ratio ν µ . These four geometric and mechanical parameters suffice to describe the cohesive beam. Note that the cohesive beams are mass-less; mass properties are assigned only to the discrete elements.
Cohesive beam bond model
For the sake of clarity figure 2 shows a configuration in which the discrete elements have been moved away. The cohesive beam is symbolized by its median line. Both cohesive bond ends are fixed to the discrete element centers O 1 and O 2 . The discrete element frames 
such that − → X 1 and − → X 2 are normal to the beam cross section ends. At the initial time, the beams are relaxed (figure 2a). Figure 2b shows the cohesive beam in a loading state induced by the discrete element movement relatively to the initial configuration.
The analytical model of Euler-Bernoulli beam is well known (23) . In reference (24, §6.2), the author describe a stiffness matrix expressed in the beam local frame for a finite element application. Figure 2b illustrates the beam local frame positioning. The center of discrete element 1 (O 1 ) is considered as the origin. The "aligned" configuration, in which
, is considered as the non-bending state and is taken as reference. Consequently, the cohesive beam local frame
Z is oriented such that (see figure 2b) : are defined, respectively, by
Consequently, the force and torque reactions acting on discrete elements 1 and 2 are: 
where:
are the beam force reactions acting on discrete elements 1 and 2.
• − −− → T DE1 and − −− → T DE2 are the beam torque reactions acting on discrete elements 1 and 2.
• l µ and ∆l µ are the initial beam length and the longitudinal extension.
• − → θ 1 (θ 1x , θ 1y , θ 1z ) and − → θ 2 (θ 2x , θ 2y , θ 2z ) are the rotations of beam cross section at the points O 1 and O 2 expressed in the beam local frame.
• S µ , Io µ and I µ are the beam cross section area, polar moment of inertia and moment of inertia along
• E µ and G µ are the Young and shear modulus.
Note that reaction force and torque are expressed in the
The four parameters that define the micro beam, L µ , r µ , E µ and ν µ have only an influence on the elastic behavior of the assembly.
Explicit dynamic algorithm
The numerical resolution is based on an explicit integration scheme well adapted to massive DEM simulation (25) and high velocity phenomena such as fracturing or impact simulation. Many explicit schemes can be used : the Verlet velocity, Runge-Kutta, leapfrog or gear's method. . . (26, §13) . In reference (25) , the authors have compared these algorithms "in terms of accuracy, stability and CPU efficiency". It appears that all of them give approximately the same efficiency.
Velocity Verlet scheme is chosen for its simplicity . Discrete element position and velocity are estimated by:
where :
• t is the current time and dt is the integration time step.
• p(t),ṗ(t) andp(t) is the discrete element linear position, velocity and acceleration.
The discrete element orientations are described by quaternions, noted q(t), that allow an efficiency way to compute the rotation of the local frames associated with discrete elements (27, §2.5). Quaternion is linked to the angular velocity with the following equality (26, §10.5):
Where ω(t) is the angular velocity of a discrete element. The velocity Verlet scheme is also applied to quaternion q(t), with:
To prevent q(t) numerical drift, the quaternion must be normalized at each time step. Algorithm 1 details the encapsulation of Verlet velocity in an explicit dynamic resolution. Note that this numerical scheme is not welladapted to quasi-static simulation. Special care, described later in this paper, will be taken with this kind of test.
Algorithm 1 Explicit dynamic resolution
Require:
Geometrical properties of the initial discrete domain
The initial discrete domain geometry must be in accordance with the structural properties of the simulated material. In the case of the perfectly elastic solid, the main properties are homogeneity and isotropy. The geometrical discrete domain configuration impacts the mechanical behavior at the macroscopic scale. In ref. (11, 12 ) the authors have observed that ordered arrangements promote anisotropic phenoma such as preferred crack paths or the non-uniform propagation of elastic waves.
In the case of the spherical discrete elements, artificial voids are generated between discrete elements inside the material. At this scale, the discrete material is not homogeneous. To reduce undesirable voids, the discrete domain must be initially compacted.
This subsection first discusses a method that ensures and verifies the geometrical homogeneity and isotropy. Then, the influence of the discrete domain refining is studied.
Homogeneity
To decrease the artificial voids between the discrete elements, various packing processes can be used, for example, dynamic methods such as iterative growth algorithm (28) or isotropic compression (29) or geometric algorithm (30) . In this study, the discrete domain is generated following a dynamic custom recipe. The figure 3 shows the initial configuration. The discrete elements are placed along a plane-parallel grid. an uniform dispersion law, detailed later in this section, is applied to discrete element radii. The compaction simulation consist of :
• applying an horizontal sinusoidal movement to the "Shear Wall" set.
• applying a vertical pressure to "Pressure Wall" set.
• confining the discrete domain in a given volume thanks to the "Repulsive Walls" which apply an elastic repulsion law.
For an identical or small dispersion radius, the sphere packing should be similar to a "Random Close Packing" (RCP) as described in (31) . A first step to validate the initial discrete domain is to check its conformity with RCP definition. The domain is considered as correctly compacted, if the sphere packing gives a volume fraction value around 0.636 (32) and a cardinal number 
Isotropy
The definition of geometrical isotropy must be clarified before proposing a criterion. Cambou (34, Introduction, §3.6) defines the geometric anisotropy as the distribution of contact directions. If this distribution is perfectly homogeneous, the domain is considered as geometrically isotropic. To summarize, an assertion could be formulated as: the geometrical isotropy is a necessary condition to ensure the mechanical isotropy of the simulated material. To "measure" the geometrical organization of granular material, the authors in (35, §1.2.2) have exploited a mathematical tool called the "fabric tensor". However, this tool cannot be used to determine the isotropy in a simple way (36) . A more intuitive method based on a simple geometric computation and statistical analysis is proposed. It is an extension to 3D space of classical 2D graphs that classify contact into a direction subset (for example references (36) and (20)).
Contacts are grouped into a subset depending on their orientation in 3D space. All the members in a set have a quite similar spatial orientation. To group contacts in orientation sets, a platonic solid (a "geode") of 320 equal faces is built. Each contact is placed at the geode center, and added to the corresponding intersected face group (see figure 4) . The result is a kind of 3D histogram in which each class maps an orientation subset (a sort of discretized solid angle); any class weight gives the density of contact orientations that matches the solid angle. For a low dispersion of class weights, the discrete domain is considered as geometrically isotropic (an homogeneous distribution of contact orientation in 3D space). To illustrate this method, the influence of the particle size distribution on isotropy is studied. It is known from literature (31) that to prevent an ordered packing configuration, a dispersion (noted κ) must be applied on discrete elements radius. In this study, the dispersion κ is uniform and is defined as the dispersion range :
where R max , R min andR are the maximum, minimum and average discrete element radius values. Figures 5 shows the geometrical arrangement for two values of the dispersion parameter κ. The figure illustrates the influence of radius dispersion on the geometrical arrangement (figures 5a and 5b) and on the contact orientation (figures 5c and 5d). For a distribution range κ = 0% the packing seems to be perfectly ordered. The perfect arrangement is strongly anisotropic. In contrast, a higher dispersion value (κ = 25%) seems to promote the isotropy.
Figures 6a and 6b show the 3D histograms used to qualify the observed level of isotropy. From these figures, it is clear that the radius dispersion value κ highly influences the isotropy level. To quantify this level, it is proposed to compute the mean square difference between observed frequencies in geode cells ( f i ) and the uniform frequency (1/N) : • N is the total number of cells, i.e, the 320 "geode" faces.
• f i is the observed frequency of the cell i, i.e, the ratio between the number of contact that matches the solid angle i and the total contact number.
The important aspect of this criterion is the asymptotic behavior (see figure 7) . Increasing radius dispersion value κ gives an asymptotic constant limit, beginning from a κ value of 15 %. This result is in accordance with the observation of Luding (37, chapter 5): "crystallization (. . . ) does not occur for polydisperse packing with ω 0 0.15". In other words, for a dispersion value higher than 15%, an ordered geometrical arrangement does not occur within the sphere packing. Thus, a value of κ = 25% is chosen to ensure minimal anisotropy.
Discrete domain refining
The three criteria that drive the domain homogeneity and isotropy are the volume fraction, the cardinal number and the mean square difference of the contact orientation packet.
This section deals with two questions:
• Do the three criteria converge if the number of discrete element per unit of volume increases ?
Figure 6: 3D histograms of the orientation set Figure 7 : Evolution of the mean square difference e parameter of the sampling distribution of the contact orientation packet versus radius dispersion κ
• In this case, is it possible to define the right number of discrete elements that allows the simulation of an homogeneous and isotropic medium ?
First, the meaning of refining must be clarified. Refining consists of increasing the number of discrete elements per unit of volume. To study the influence of refining on the three criteria, 22 packing domains of identical bounding volume 4 were built. To permit a statistical processing, 5 packing domains are built for each discrete element number value. Therefore, a total of 110 packing domains were analyzed.
Figures 8a, 8b and 8c show the influence of refining on the volume fraction, cardinal number and isotropy. These values are extracted from the discrete domains built with a dispersion radius of κ = 25% (corresponding to the conclusion of the previous section ). Small differences could be accepted. The criteria could be classified by order of importance :
1. Isotropy is considered as the most important. This criterion highly influences the discrete sample mechanical behavior. The cardinal number converges to a limit value close to 6.2. For Volume fraction and isotropy slight variations are still observed for high number of discrete elements. The discrete element number increases with refining. A high refining level brings down the computational performances. Therefore, a compromise must be made between performance and precision. For the next section, a number of 10 000 discrete elements is considered as sufficient for an acceptable level of precision. For this value, the geometrical anisotropy criterion is lower than 0.0032, the coordination number is higher than 6.2 and the volume fraction around 0.635. 10 000 discrete elements in a 3D square domain gives the ratio between the micro-scale and the macro-scale to obtain isotropy and homogeneity at the macroscale; this ratio is around 10000 1/3 ≈ 21.5.
Conclusion
The method presented in this section shows how to verify the initial compacted domain against the geometrical criteria. The geometrical criteria do not depend on the discrete element mechanical interaction laws. The presented method can be applied to various discrete element models and applications.
An original method has been presented to quantify the isotropy of a discrete element set. This method is based on the classification of bond directions by using a platonic solid (geode).
Finally, a ratio of "macroscale over microscale" about 20 has been chosen, from the convergence curves, that control the geometrical properties of the discrete element set.
Elastic calibration
The previous section introduced a methodology to build an initial compact discrete domain that ensures an adequate, homogeneous, isotropic and geometric organization. Then, cohesive beams (see section 2) are introduced by creating a beam at each contact between two discrete elements. In further simulations, the contacts are not taken in account; only cohesive beam interactions between discrete elements are considered.
To study the influence of cohesive beam bond parameters on macroscopic elastic behavior, a parametric study using numerical quasi-static uni-axial tensile test is used.
Quasi-static tensile test description
A perfectly homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material is characterized by the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio. For real materials, these parameters are generally determined by quasi-static tensile tests. These experimental procedures can be also applied to a numerical sample.
From discrete to continuous geometry
To compute the macroscopic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, a perfect 3D continuous geometry is associated to the compact discrete domain. This perfect geometry is the bounding shape of the compacted discrete domain. The discrete elements belonging to the domain boundaries are marked to compute the perfect geometry dimensions. With the cylinder shape, three discrete element set are marked (see figure 9 ):
• the "xMax" and "xMin" set are associated to faces with normal − → X and − − → −X.
• the "radius" set is associated with the cylinder circumference. The Perfect cylinder dimensions are computed as :
• L M and R M are the perfect cylinder length and radius.
• N xMax , N xMin and N radius are the number of discrete elements belonging to "xMax", "xMin" and "radius" sets.
• − −− → OG i is the position of the discrete element gravity center.
• R is the average discrete element radius over the entire domain.
Loading
To ensure a quasi-static tensile test, the loading force acting on the discrete element set "xMin" and "xMax", are progressively applied (linear ramp) and stabilized. The sum of forces acting on "xMax" and "xMin" are denoted by − −−− → F xMax and − −−− → F xMin . These two forces, acting along − → X for − −−− → F xMax and − − → −X for − −−− → F xMin , have equal norms and are opposed. To check the quasi-static properties, the kinetic and deformation energies are computed and stored during the numerical test. Figure 10 confirms that a progressive loading gives a negligible kinetic energy and ensures a quasi-static aspect of the simulation. −7 s and a number of iteration it = 100 000)
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio computation
The Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio can be easily determined for the cylinder sample by using the material strength analytical formulations:
• L M o , R M o and S M o are the initial bounding cylinder dimensions (respectively: length, radius, and section).
• E M and ν M are the macroscopic Young modulus and Poisson ratio.
• F is the normal force.
The explicit numeric schemes are not well-adapted to the quasi-static simulation. The system vibrates around the static solution. To allow a convergence, a pure numerical damping factor is introduced in the numerical scheme as described by Tchamwa and Wielgosz (38) . This is a decentered explicit integration scheme that allow high frequency dissipation. This scheme is very similar to the Velocity Verlet algorithm. The dissipation is controlled with a single parameter ϕ. Only the second time derivative equality is modified. The equation 6 and 9 become :
The value ϕ = 1.3 is used to allow a high convergence rate to the static solution.
Parametric study
The cohesive beam bond is defined by four parameters:
• two geometrical parameters: length L µ and radius r µ .
• two mechanical parameters: Young's modulus E µ and Poisson's ratio ν µ .
The value of the cohesive beam bond length depends on the distance between discrete element centers and is not a free parameter. The three others parameters are free and must be quantified. The adimensional cohesive beam radius parameter notedr µ will be preferred to the beam radius. It allows a definition that does not depend on the discrete element sizes. It is defined as the ratio between the cohesive beam radius and the average discrete element radiusR. Note that this value is the same for all the cohesive beams; consequently, all the cohesive beam radii are equal. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the macroscopic Bending energy characterized by the sum of the cohesive beam works of the bending torques.
Microscopic Poisson's ratio influence
Torsion energy characterized by the sum of the cohesive beam works of the torsion torques.
To summarize, the influence of the microscopic Poisson's ratio is negligible. Consequently, the microscopic Poisson's ratio values can be chosen arbitrarily. For the rest of the study a value of 0.3 is chosen. Figure 13 shows the evolution of the macroscopic parameters as a function of microscopic Young modulus for different values of the microscopic radius ratio. The next table gives an outline of these evolutions. Figure 12 : Energy breakdown of total elastic energy stored by cohesive beams for the quasi-static tensile test (computed with a time step ∆t = 3.10 −7 s and a number of iteration it = 100 000) Figure 14 shows the evolution of the macroscopic parameters as a function of the microscopic radius ratior µ for different values of the microscopic Young's modulus. The next table gives an outline of these evolutions.
Microscopic Young's modulus influence

Macroscopic parameters
Macroscopic Young's modulus E M Macroscopic Poisson's ratio ν M Functions E M = f 1 E µ ν M = f 2 E µ
Microscopic radius ratio influence
Macroscopic parameters
decreasing quadratic function Figures 14a 14b
Calibration method
Section 5.2 has described the influences of the microscopic parameters ν µ , E µ andr µ on the macroscopic parameters E M and ν M . These influences will be used to develop a calibration methodology in two steps: the calibration of microscopic radius ratio, then the calibration of microscopic Young's modulus. Section 5.2.1 has shown that the influence of the microscopic Poisson's ratio ν µ is negligible. Its value is arbitrarily fixed at 0.3.
Microscopic radius ratior µ calibration
Section 5.2.2 have shown that the influence of the microscopic Young's modulus E µ is very small on macroscopic Poisson ratio ν M (figure 13b).
The first calibration step considers that the macroscopic Poisson's ratio ν M does not depend on the microscopic Young's modulus E µ . A single macroscopic Poisson's ratio ν M value is associated with each microscopic radius ratior µ . The figure 15 shows the evolution of the macroscopic Poisson's ratio ν M as a function of Figure 15 : Radius ratior µ calibration for fused silica the microscopic radius ratior µ . This description allows the deduction of a microscopic radius ratior µ value corresponding to a desired-value of the macroscopic Poisson's ratio ν M . Figure 15 shows an application for the silica glass material. In this case, a microscopic radius ratio value o fr µ silica ≈ 0.71 is found to correspond to the silica Poisson's ratio value ν silica M ≈ 0.17. Figure 16 shows the evolution of the macroscopic Young's modulus E M as a function of the microscopic Young's modulus E µ for a radius ratio (evaluated in the previous section) ofr µ silica = 0.71. This evolution allows the deduction of a microscopic Young's modulus value for a desired-value of the macroscopic Young's modulus. In the case of silica glass, the microscopic Young's modulus E silica µ ≈ 265 GPa is found to corre- 
Microscopic Young modulus E µ calibration
Study of assembly dependency
To apply the micro beam model to any material geometry, it must be verified that the calibration results do not depend on the number of discrete elements in a given material volume. To check this property, many discrete samples (with similar bounding dimensions) were built with an increasing number of discrete element (see figures 18) . The samples satisfy the criteria established in section 4. To take into account the variability of the sample geometry, four different samples were built with the same discrete element number. The figure 17 shows the evolution of the macroscopic pa- rameters E M and ν M as a function of the discrete element number.
It appears that for a number of discrete element over 7 500, the macroscopic Young modulus E M fluctuates around 7% and the macroscopic Poisson ratio around ν M 5%.
Hentz (7) shown that the Liao calibration methodology for the dual spring model (39) gives a dispersion around 28% for the Young modulus and 16% for the Poisson's ratio. To improve the accuracy, Hentz has introduced an energy criterion to reduce the dispersion around 12% and 10%. But this criterion is assembly dependent and must be computed for each sample.
The beam cohesive model associated to the compaction criteria presented in section 4 allow a better precision without any re-computation.
Validation tests
The previous subsections show a methodology to calibrate the microscopic parameters from the macroscopic elastic parameters values. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results obtained for the silica glass material.
These microscopic elastic parameters are used to build a cylindrical numeric sample of silica glass. This sample is submitted to quasi-static tensile, bending and torsion testing, in which the "xMin" discrete element set is fixed and "xMax" set is loaded. To reproduce a quasistatic aspect, the loads are applied gradually (cf section 5.1.2).
Free face displacement and rotation given by the numerical simulations are compared to the results given by the strength of material theory. Table 2 : Microscopic silica glass elastic values the torsion test and is less than seven percent. These errors are considered acceptable. The causes are multiple and are inherent to the random discrete element positioning: imperfect loading and imprecise measurement of boundary geometry.
Dynamic calibration
The previous section deals with the elastic calibration. This method allows to the calibration of the three microscopic elastic parameters (Young's modulus, radius and Poisson's ratio) to obtain the elastic behavior at the macroscopic scale. To quantitatively simulate dynamic phenomena likes cracks or impacts, it is also necessary to calibrate the microscopic mass parameters.
The discrete elements mass parameters (inertia matrix and masses) depend on the discrete element volume and density. The discrete element geometries are initially determined. Therefore, only the discrete element density can be adjusted. In the same way as the elastic parameters, the microscopic density can be different from the macroscopic density to correct the voids between the discrete elements in a compacted domain. Therefore, the density will be considered as the only free parameter.
A very simple calibration criterion is chosen. This criterion ensures mass equality between the discrete and continuous domains:
• ρ µ and V µ i are the discrete element density and volume.
• ρ M and V M are the continuous density and volume. The continuous domain dimensions are computed as presented in section 5.1.1. However, this method does not ensure inertia equality. This difference is supposed as negligible. This assumption is based on:
1. a classical strength material hypothesis, i.e., for beam transverse vibrations, the cross section rotation energies are negligible compared to the translation energies. 2. the sum of the local torsion energies is negligible in the quasi-static (see figure 12 ) and dynamic (see figure 19 ) DEM tests.
This section deals with the validation of this hypothesis by verifying the calibration method by dynamic tensile, bending, torsion and impact tests on the discrete domain (cf figure 9) . The numerical results are compared to the analytical results given for the associated continuous domain.
The macroscopic characteristics correspond to silica glass, with a Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and density equal to E M = 72.5 GPa, ν M = 0.17 and ρ M = 2201 kg/m 3 . The microscopic elastic parameters correspond to those deduced in section 5. The microscopic density is deduced from the calibration method based on mass equality between the discrete and the continuous domains. The continuous domain dimensions are computed by the method presented in section 5.1.1.
For the dynamic tensile, bending and torsion tests, the boundary conditions and loadings are : "xMin" fixed and "xMax" loaded. The force acting on "xMax" is applied gradually and then suddenly set to 0. This loading allows an excitation of the transient response of the discrete domain.
The oscillation periods are computed from a frequencial analysis (FFT) of the average free face position and angular orientation. The numerical results are compared to the theoretical results given by the vibration of the continuous system analytical models (40, §4) .
For the impact tests an initial velocity on X is applied on the "xMax" face to generate a mechanical shock wave. The "xMin" average velocity on X is measured at each time step. So, it is possible to observe the moment when the mechanical wave reaches the "xMin" face (see figure 20) . The mechanical wave celerity is deduced from the elapsed time corresponding to the mechanical Table 4 shows the comparisons between the simulations and theoretical results. Tensile, torsion and impact tests show a very good agreement with the analytical results. The bending test shows less precision. In fact, the error depends on the cross-sectional moment of inertia computation. In addition, an error in the measurement of the radius has a high influence on results. Figure 22 shows the "xMax" discrete sample face. Following the definition established in section 5.1.1, the sample section is the "Max section". However, the right section, in which internal forces exist, is closer to the "Effective Section". With this new definition of the sample radius, the error between the numerical and the theoretical results for dynamic bending tests is around 1.8 %. At the moment, this new definition is too experimental. Its impact on the elastic calibration and the dynamic method needs to be further explored.
Conclusion
A methodology to verify the initial compact domain using geometrical criteria : the isotropy, the cardinal number, the volume fraction and the fineness has been presented. The most important criterion that further impacts mechanical properties is the geometrical isotropy. An original method, based on geometrical and statistical analysis, is presented to ensure a good level of isotropy. A simple fineness criterion is also presented to ensure a stable geometrical criterion.
A methodology has been presented to obtain the desired value of the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio at the macroscopic scale for a 3D spherical discrete element bonded by microscopic beams. This calibration is based on a parametric study of the microscopic and macroscopic elastic parameters. The deduced curves can be used as an "abacus" to calibrate the elastic parameters easily.
A calibration method for the dynamic parameters has been presented. The discrete element density is computed to ensure equality between the continuous and the total discrete domain mass.
The calibration results do not depend on the discrete element size. This important property validates the interest of the micro beam model and the proposed calibration method.
Numerical samples of silica glass has been calibrated. This sample has been tested under tensile, bending, and torsion quasi-static and dynamic tests. The results show good agreement with the strength of material theory.
In conclusion, with the proposed methodology, a discrete element model for homogeneous and isotropic materials is obtained with good quantitative results. DEM has often been used as a qualitative tool to understand complex phenomena such as wear, fracturing or impact. This work is a first step to propose a quantitative numerical tool that will be able to propose predictive models for these classes of problems that have no predictive numerical model presently.
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